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Construction of dual sites to break adsorption-energy scaling limitations offers an effective means of facilitating
urea electrolysis for H2 production, but a fundamental understanding of their synergistic mechanisms remains
incomplete. Herein, we report a facile H2 vapor-assisted strategy for the controllable fabrication of the bimetallic
active Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalyst for alkaline urea splitting, with an applied voltage of only 1.50 V required to
deliver 50 mA cm− 2. Direct spectroscopic evidence and theoretical investigation demonstrate that the Co sites are
responsible for the activation of intermediates, whereas the assisting Mo centers are identified as the OH or H
radical mediators. Specifically, the synergistic effect of the Co–Mo dual sites was conclusively verified by the insitu Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Theoretical calculations reveal that the short H-bonding (MoHO∙∙∙H–NamineCO–Co) and Co–C–N–Mo configuration formed at the Co–Mo bridge are the key features
determining a high reactivity for urea oxidation. The accelerated reaction rate is attributable to the conversion of
the endoergic CO2 desorption to an exoergic reaction. In an alkaline H2 evolution, Co atoms are the reaction sites
for O–H bond cleavage of H2O, while Mo sites are considered to be the H2-evolving centers. Determination of the
individual functionality of synergistic dual centers represents a critical step towards the rational design of highlyefficient electrocatalysts.

1. Introduction
The electrocatalytic splitting of urea (CO(NH2)2 + H2O → 3H2 + N2
+ CO2, E = 0.37 V), involving a cathodic hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) and an anodic urea oxidation reaction (UOR), has been regarded
as a clean and energy-saving way of generating hydrogen fuel [1–4].
However, the system has to undergo intrinsically formidable kinetics
owing to its multistep electron-transfer process, complicated in
termediates transfer, and multiple gas-desorption steps [5,6]. Previous
studies have demonstrated that the electrocatalytic reaction rate is
dominated by the adsorption thermodynamics and kinetics of multiple
reaction intermediates [7,8]. Too-strong bindings between reactive sites
and reactants may poison the surface and slow the reaction, whereas a

too-weak binding will heighten the related intermediate states, thus
limiting the overall activity [9,10]. Modulation of each absorption en
ergy to an appropriate level is thus crucial to achieving the high per
formance of the catalyst [11,12]. However, due to the inherent scaling
relationship of adsorption energies among reaction intermediates, the
balance of these energies on electrocatalysts with a single type of cata
lytic site is difficult, thereby leading to inadequate electrocatalytic
performance [13,14]. Consequently, a significant focus needs to be
given to the development of effective strategies for the optimization of
the absorption-desorption energies to overcome the limiting of scaling
relationships.
To date, several approaches have been proposed to surmount such
scaling limitations, including nanoscopic confinement, strain effect, and
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heterostructure engineering [15–17]. Recently, modulation of the dual
active sites has aroused considerable attention of researchers due to its
superior synergistic characteristics for enhancing the catalytic activities
[18,19]. For the bimetallic center catalysis, in the alkaline HER, one can
assume that the main metal site (M1) will absorb the water molecule for
cleaving the H-OH bond, while the assisting metal site (M2) will accept
the proton, and then convert the resulting Had* intermediates to H2
(Fig. 1a). The corresponding free energy ΔG1 of the cleaved H-OH bond
is decomposed into ΔG11 and ΔG12. Thus, the synergistic effect assists in
the water dissociation and lowers the calculated overpotential. In the
anodic UOR process, after the urea molecule is anchored at the M1 site,
the OH* group at the M2 site that absorbs the hydroxide ions can accept
the hydrogen atom from the -NH2 group by the short hydrogen bonds
(SHB, M2–HO∙∙∙H–NHCONH2–M1) to form a surface H2O* group
(Fig. 1b). Subsequently, the H2O* group is dissociated. The free energy
ΔG2 of the cleaved N–H bond is resolved into ΔG21 and ΔG22. Accord
ingly, the fracture energy barriers of N–H bonds can be reduced. The
successive deprotonations from the amino group (–NH2) cause the N
atom to be unsaturated, which can bond to the M2 sites due to the strong
hybridization between the p orbitals of the N atom and the d orbitals of
the M2 atom. In other words, the strength of the C-N bond in the
configuration of M1–C–N–M2 would be potentially weakened, resulting
in easy breakage of the C–N bonds and benefiting the subsequent gas

desorption (Fig. S1).
Hence, a key challenge is to design a single component and bifunc
tional catalyst that possesses bimetallic active sites for synergistically
catalyzing both HER and UOR. Also, there has been insufficient study so
far to clarify the role of the individual metal sites in enhancing the
catalytic activities at the atomic level. Recent research has reported that
Mo6+ can enable the easier oxidation of Ni2+ to Ni3+ in NiMoO4, which
was responsible for the exceptional UOR performance, but was inactive
for HER [20]. The explanation for this is that the oxophilic Ni2+/Co2+
sites, with the high positive charge and vacant d orbitals of local metal
ion centers, provide an electrostatic affinity towards hydroxide ions for
rapid water dissociation, but they are poor at evolving Had* to H2
[21–23]. Compared with the high oxidation states of Mo6+, the mod
erate Mo4+ centers possess the electronic configuration of 5s24d0 that
can act as an electronic reservoir [24]. More importantly, Mo4+-based
dichalcogenides have been recognized as good HER catalysts due to the
superior evolution of Had* to H2 at the Mo edge, but exhibit a relatively
weak oxidation ability [25–27]. In this regard, it is plausible that the
incorporation of oxophilic Co2+ and Mo4+ centers as bimetallic oxides
may realize the synergistic modification of chemisorption and activation
sites to enhance urea splitting.
Herein, we show a facile H2 vapor-assisted approach to controllably
fabricate a bimetallic active Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalyst vertically aligned

Fig. 1. (a) The cleavage of the HO–H bonds from a water molecule through the use of single-metal-site (left) and dual-metal-site (right) catalytic systems. (b) The
breakup of the H–N bonds from the –NH2 groups in the urea molecule through the use of single-metal-site (left) and dual-metal-site (right) catalytic systems. (M
represents the metal site, “–OH-” and “–H2O” means the desorption of OH- ions and H2O molecules, respectively. The single metal site tends to weakly chemisorb and
activate the H2O or urea intermediates, which is inefficient to overcome the limits of the inherent scaling relationship. Contrastingly, we suggest that the dual-metal
sites tend to feature the synergistic functionalities: the metal M1 sites are responsible for the chemisorption and activation of the H2O or urea intermediates, and metal
M2 centers help to mediate the radicals such as H or OH. This makes it easier to decompose the energy barrier of the inherent scaling relationship - See the Sup
plementary Information for more details).
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on cobalt foam (CF) for synergistically catalyzing both HER and UOR in
urea-alkaline solution. It is revealed that the Co sites act as the inter
mediate activators, and the assisting Mo centers serve as the H or OH
radical mediators. Specifically, the experimental results and theoretical
calculations show that the ultrahigh UOR performance of Co2Mo3O8
electrocatalysts
benefits
from
the
short
H-bonding
(Mo–HO∙∙∙H–NamineCO–Co) and Co–C–N–Mo bridge formed at the
Co–Mo bridge, which facilitate the breakage of N–H and C–N bonds,
favoring the subsequent gas desorption. In an alkaline HER, Co centers
are the main reaction sites for O–H bond cleavage of H2O, while Mo
centers are identified as the hydrogen-evolving sites. As an outcome, the
bifunctional Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalyst exhibited a very low cell voltage
of only 1.50 V to achieve a current density of 50 mA cm− 2 in the twoelectrode urea electrolyzer, as well as an excellent stability.

Then, the CoMoO precursor underwent an annealing treatment at
500 ◦ C in a pure Ar atmosphere, leading to the formation of dense
CoMoO4 cuboids with lengths of tens of microns (Fig. S4a and S4b).
When reductive H2 was introduced into pure Ar flow, the elegant
cuboid-like architecture could be well preserved, as displayed in images
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Fig. S5a). A closer obser
vation of the samples showed irregular cracks covering the cuboids,
which was beneficial for the electrolyte diffusion at the electrolyte/
electrode interface and gas release (Fig. 2c). The powder X-ray diffrac
tion (XRD) pattern showed the dominant Co2Mo3O8 structure, along
with two shoulders at a 2-theta position of around 35.0◦ and 42.3◦ ,
corresponding to a Co2Mo3 phase (Fig. 2b). Bulk Co2Mo3O8 have a
hexagonal structure with a space group of P63mc, in which one Mo atom
occupies an octahedral configuration consisting of six oxygen atoms
(MoO6), and the Co atoms present two types of geometrical structure:
one Co atom in a tetrahedral site (CoO4) and the other in a octahedral
site (CoO6) (Fig. S5b) [28].
The morphology and crystalline structure of the as-prepared elec
trocatalysts were further examined via transmission electron micro
scopy (TEM). As shown in Fig. S5c and S5d, the superstructure of

2. Results and discussion
The fabrication process of CoMo oxide electrocatalysts on CF was
illustrated schematically in Fig. 2a. First, the CoMoO precursors grown
on CF were prepared by a solvent-thermal method (Figs. S2 and S3).

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of Co2Mo3O8 catalysts. (b) XRD patterns of CoMoO4 and Co2Mo3O8. (c) SEM image of Co2Mo3O8 grown on CF. (d-e)
HRTEM images of Co2Mo3O8. (f) Elemental mapping images of Co, Mo, and O on the surface of Co2Mo3O8. (g) Comparison of high-resolution Mo 3d XPS spectra for
Co2Mo3O8, CoMoO4, and MoO2.
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Co2Mo3O8 was constructed with stacked nanoparticles, retaining the
cuboid morphology. High-resolution TEM images revealed the high
crystallization of bimetallic oxides with the lattice spacing values of
2.42, 2.50, and 3.52 Å assigned to the (201), (200), and (111) planes of
hexagonal Co2Mo3O8, respectively (Fig. 2d and e). In addition, the other
crystallographic fraction with interplanar distances of 2.56 Å can be
associated with the (320) facet of tetragonal Co2Mo3. Notably, the
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy mapping analysis
confirmed the homogeneous distribution of Co, Mo, and O elements over
the entire structure (Fig. 2f). The TEM characterizations of monoclinic
CoMoO4 were shown in Fig. S4c-e. To probe the formation mechanism of
the CoMoO4 and Co2Mo3O8 cuboids, various hydrogen contents and
annealing temperatures were investigated. As shown in Fig. S6a, as the
ratio of H2 increased above 20% at 500 ◦ C, the Co2Mo3 phase gradually
held a dominant position due to the excessive reduction of CoMoO4.
Surprisingly, it was found that CoMoO4 cuboids could also be synthe
sized under 400 ◦ C pyrolysis conditions in the presence of H2 flow
(Fig. S6b). When the calcination temperature reached 600 ◦ C, the
components still exhibited the main Co2Mo3O8 structure with a similar
cuboid morphology (Fig. S6c and S6d). These results strongly suggested
that an optimal temperature and hydrogen fraction played a vital role in
the synthesis of Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalysts.
For comparison, pure MoO2 and CoO coatings on the CF substrate
were also fabricated as controls, without the addition of a Co or Mo
source. Their corresponding structural characterizations were displayed
in Figs. S7 and S8. To gain an insight into the chemical composition and
valence states of the oxides, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements were performed subsequently. As shown in Fig. 2g, the
peak area of surface Mo4+ at ~229.4 eV assigned to Mo 3d5/2 was
obviously greater in the Co2Mo3O8 relative to that of MoO2, whereas no
characteristic peaks of Mo4+ species were observed in CoMoO4 [29,30].
The high Mo4+ percentage in Co2Mo3O8 might be attributable to the
cobalt being a suitable scavenger of oxygen from the air. In the Co2p
spectrum, the two main peaks for Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 located at 781.1

and 797.0 eV, with the 2p1/2–2p3/2 energy separation of 15.9 eV, were
characteristic features of Co2+(Fig. S9) [31]. Additionally, the
Co2Mo3O8 had a specific surface area of around 15.3 m2 g− 1, which was
higher than that of CoMoO4 (11.4 m2 g− 1) and MoO2 (4.4 m2 g− 1)
(Fig. S10).
The HER activity of the synthesized electrocatalysts was first inves
tigated in 1.0 M KOH electrolyte using a standard three-electrode
configuration with the graphite rod as the counter electrode. Fig. 3a
showed the polarization curves of the electrocatalysts obtained at a scan
rate of 1 mV s− 1 without iR compensation (see corrected data in
Fig. S11). The Co2Mo3O8 electrodes exhibited significantly enhanced
catalytic activity with an overpotential (η) of only 37 and 140 mV to
reach a current density of 10 and 100 mA cm− 2, respectively. These
overpotentials are also comparable with those of the other non-precious
HER catalysts (Fig. 3b and Table S1), including recently reported
excellent electrocatalysts, MoO2-FeP@C (103 and 196 mV), CoP/Ni5P4/
CoP (71 and 140 mV), Ni2P/NiTe2 (62 and 143 mV), and so forth
[32–34]. In contrast, the CoMoO4, MoO2, and CoO electrodes showed a
much larger overpotential under the same current density. In addition,
the HER polarization curves of the CoMo-based samples with the addi
tion of urea exhibited a slightly cathodic shift relative to that obtained in
alkaline media, suggesting a robust catalytic activity under various
conditions. The HER performance of CoMo oxides electrodes with
various temperatures and reactant molar ratios, as well as H2 contents,
was also assessed and shown in Fig. S12. It was found that the sample
obtained with a Co:Mo molar ratio of 1.2–2.1 and annealed at 500 ◦ C
with 10% H2 flow, exhibited the best catalytic activity. Fig. S13 revealed
that the Co2Mo3O8 electrodes possessed a low Tafel slope of 58 mV
dec− 1, smaller than all the other samples, suggesting rapid HER kinetics
following the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism.
The double-layer capacitance (Cdl) was then measured to roughly
estimate the effective electrochemically active surface area of the
studied catalysts [35]. The Cdl value increased from the 6.1 mF cm− 2 of
CoMoO4 to the 16.9 mF cm− 2 of Co2Mo3O8, suggesting more accessible

Fig. 3. (a) Polarization curves for Co2Mo3O8, CoMoO4, MoO2, CoO and bare CF catalysts in 1 M KOH solution (thick line) and urea-containing solution (fine line).
Scan rate, 1 mV s− 1. (b) Comparison of the overpotentials required to drive the current density of 100 mA cm− 2 for our catalyst and available reported HER catalysts.
(c) EIS Nyquist plots of Co2Mo3O8, CoMoO4, MoO2, CoO. (d) CV curves of Co2Mo3O8, CoMoO4, MoO2, CoO and bare CF catalysts in 1 M KOH electrolyte with 0.5 M
urea. Scan rate, 1 mV s− 1. Inset: the Tafel plots of the corresponding samples. (e) LSV curves of Co2Mo3O8 catalysts in a two-electrode system tested in various
electrolytes. Scan rate, 1 mV s− 1. Inset: the optical photograph of urea electrolysis in 1 M KOH with 0.5 M urea at 100 mA cm− 2. (f) Durability tests of the electrolyzer
at a constant cell voltage of 1.23, 1.30, 1.40, 1.50, and 1.65 V in two electrolytes. Inset: Comparison of the required voltage to reach 50 mA cm− 2 for different urea
electrolyzers. All electrochemical data were collected without the iR compensation within the cell.
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active sites exposed on Co2Mo3O8 (Fig. S14). Electrochemical imped
ance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis showed that the Co2Mo3O8 electrode
exhibited the smallest charge transfer resistance (Rct) of 5.6 ohm in the
Nyquist plot compared to that of CoMoO4 (12.0 Ω), MoO2 (21 Ω) and
CoO (32 Ω), suggesting the low interface resistance and rapid charge
transfer behavior for accelerating HER kinetics of the Co2Mo3O8
(Fig. 3c). Moreover, the Co2Mo3O8 kept a nearly constant value of po
tential at various current density for 30 h of hydrogen release and
maintained a stable HER performance after accelerated cyclic voltam
mogram (CV) test (Fig. S15). The Rct of the Co2Mo3O8 electrode and the
detection of slight metal ion after long-time HER activation prelimi
narily demonstrated the reasonable stability (Fig. S16).
The Co2Mo3O8 electrode also exhibited outstanding UOR activity in
1.0 M KOH electrolyte with 0.5 M urea. The CV curves obtained at a
scan rate of 1 mV s− 1 were recorded without iR compensation. Fig. 3d
showed that the bare CF displayed very low electrocatalytic activity for
UOR. In contrast, the Co2Mo3O8 electrode displayed a remarkably
enhanced UOR catalytic activity with a potential of 1.40 V required to
deliver a current density of 100 mA cm− 2, which was 50 and 120 mV
lower than that of CoMoO4 and MoO2 electrodes, respectively.
Furthermore, the Co2Mo3O8 electrode exhibited a low Tafel slope of
51.6 mV dec− 1, which was lower than those of the CoMoO4
(73.5 mV dec− 1), MoO2 (91.1 mV dec− 1), and CoO (107.5 mV dec− 1),
respectively, suggesting the more rapid UOR kinetics of the Co2Mo3O8
electrode in practical application (inset of Fig. 3d). The Co2Mo3O8
electrode displayed its good durability with no noticeable changes of
activation after 20 h electrolysis at both 10 and 20 mA cm− 2 in various
electrolytes (Fig. S17). In addition, the UOR performance of the elec
trocatalysts with various H2 contents was examined in urea-alkaline
solutions. Compared with the maximization of the UOR activity at
optimal 10% H2 content, the catalyst obtained under the pure H2 at
mosphere showed an inferior catalytic urea performance, implying that
the Co2Mo3O8 dominated the electrocatalytic behavior (Fig. S18).
In view of the outstanding UOR and HER performances in the ureaalkaline electrolyte, a two-electrode system for urea electrolysis was
established using the Co2Mo3O8 electrodes as both anode and cathode to
go a step closer to practical application. As displayed in Fig. 3e, pure
water electrolysis could be achieved at 50 mA cm− 2 driven by the
voltage of 1.75 V, whereas the electrocatalysis procedure was appre
ciably facilitated with the assistance of urea, requiring a voltage of only
1.50 V to deliver the same current density. The cell voltage at
50 mA cm− 2 was also comparable to most other highly efficient nonnoble metal electrocatalysts for urea electrolysis (inset of Fig. 3e and
Table S2) [3,20,36–38]. Impressively, our Co2Mo3O8 electrode still
dominated the most favorable of those state-of-art electrocatalysts,
emphasizing the very high efficiency of our Co2Mo3O8 materials for urea
electrolysis. Moreover, the vigorous release of bubbles was clearly
evident on the surface of both electrodes during the urea electrolysis
(inset of Fig. 3f and Video S1). Besides activity, stability is also an
essential criterion in evaluating the performance of an electrocatalyst for
practical application. Fig. 3f illustrated that the electrolyzer can main
tain a steady urea electrolysis performance at constant cell voltages of
1.23, 1.30, 1.40, 1.50, and 1.65 V for over 30 h, indicating outstanding
operational robustness and durability of the Co2Mo3O8 electrode.
Furthermore, for the Co2Mo3O8 electrode, the enlarged current dispar
ities between urea electrolysis and water splitting were clearly observed
with the increase of the bias voltage. After durability tests,
post-electrolysis characterizations were exploited to investigate the
morphology and chemical structure variations of the Co2Mo3O8 elec
trocatalyst. The electronic patterns showed directly that the structure of
vertically aligned nanorod arrays and the clear lattice spacing are well
maintained after the HER stability test (Fig. S19a and S19b). In addition,
the XRD and XPS results demonstrated that the crystal structure and
chemical composition remained nearly unchanged after HER, exhibiting
the structural robustness (Fig. S19c-e).
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at

doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2021.106217.
Conversely, in the case of the anodic reaction, many metal-based
oxides have been reported to undergo surface self-reconstruction,
where a thin layer of oxide/hydroxide is generated under operando
conditions [39–42]. In this case, in-situ Raman spectroscopy was
employed to probe the surface local crystal structures of the Co2Mo3O8
electrode under urea oxidation conditions. As shown in Fig. 4a, two
small Raman bands around 686 and 479 cm− 1 emerged at the applied
potential of − 0.1 V versus Ag/AgCl, suggesting a significant structural
transformation on the catalyst surface. These two new Raman active
bands substantially increased in intensity at larger anodic potentials,
with the emergence of three peaks at around 616, 520, and 193 cm− 1.
The typical five features could be assigned to the vibration modes of
Co–O in spinel Co3O4 [43–45]. The active phases (Co3O4) from the
HRTEM image of the near-surface electrode regions can be observed
after the UOR (Fig. S20). Additionally, the clear redox peak of the CV
curves, which resulted from the faradaic process of Co(II)/Co(III)
interconversion in the urea-alkaline electrolyte, confirmed the emer
gence of a large number of active sites (Co3O4) during the UOR process
(Fig. 4c). These phenomena strongly implied that the Co sites first
absorbed the OH ion, forming the active Co3O4, and then interacted with
the urea molecule. Intriguingly, the peak at the position of 897 cm− 1
reemerged and was enhanced with the further increase of the applied
potentials, accompanying the emergence of a broad band at 315 cm− 1,
which can be attributed to the evolution of Mo4+–O to Mo6+–O bonds in
the Co2Mo3O8 electrodes [46,47]. This phenomenon of Mo4+–O evolu
tion can be confirmed by the structural variation on the surface of MoO2
electrodes via in-situ Raman spectroscopy under various conditions
(Fig. S21). It is revealed that the assisting Mo centers are responsible for
the chemisorption of OH radicals instead of urea intermediates. During
the whole urea catalytic process, the phase evolution of active Co sites
occurred at a relatively lower potential compared with that of active Mo
sites and then both evolved concurrently with increased potential until
0.30 V versus Ag/AgCl, implying the dominating role of Co in the
Co–Mo synergistic catalysis. Furthermore, the synergistic catalysis of the
dual-metal center in Co2Mo3O8 was also verified by in-situ Raman
spectroscopy during the OER process and the corresponding
high-resolution XPS spectrum of Co and Mo after electrolysis (Figs. S22a
and S23). In contrast, except for the negligible changes of the Mo6+–O
evolution at 897 and 315 cm− 1, no Raman signal of Co–O vibration
belonging to Co3O4 phase could be observed in CoMoO4 with the
increased potential, suggesting that the single-Co active sites may work
directly with the urea intermediates (Fig. 4b and S22b).
In order to reveal the origin of the metal catalytic mechanism,
theoretical investigations based on DFT computations were undertaken.
In this, the tetrahedral Co sites (high spin, t32e4) were adopted as the
reaction centers in Co2Mo3O8 according to the DFT calculation and
previous reports (Fig. S24) [28]. As shown in Fig. 4d, the OH- absorbed
energy was found to be − 4.96 eV and − 4.02 eV for Mo and Co sites on
(200) surfaces of Co2Mo3O8, respectively, substantially lower than that
of urea molecules (− 1.56 eV for Mo site and − 1.30 eV for Co site),
indicating that negatively charged OH- ions were preferentially adsor
bed on Co and Mo surface centers. Pan and co-workers recently
demonstrated that short hydrogen bonding (SHB) can be formed be
tween the adsorbed hydroxyl groups on the surface of the Fe–Co dual
sites [18]. It is reasonably proposed that proton (H) transfer can occur
between the adsorbed hydroxyl groups of the Co–Mo active sites by SHB,
which might be verified by the shifted binding energy of hydroxyl (–OH)
adsorption for Co2Mo3O8 after electrolysis (Fig. S25) [48]. Further cal
culations showed that the Co center readily acquired electrons and
promoted proton detachment from the oxygen and accordingly the
nearby Mo site can assist oxygen to combine with protons to form H2O
by SHB (intermediate iii) (Figs. S26 and S27). After OH- reabsorption on
Mo sites, it was found unexpectedly that the OH-, that should be linked
to the Co˭O bond for further oxidation, spontaneously transferred to
another neighboring Mo site to form the intermediate (v) (Fig. S27 and
5
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Fig. 4. In situ Raman spectra for the (a) Co2Mo3O8 and (b) CoMoO4 electrocatalyst as a function of the potential versus Ag/AgCl in urea-alkaline electrolytes. (c) CV
curves of the Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalyst in urea-alkaline electrolytes at various scan rates. (d) The computed absorption energy of OH- ions and CO(NH2)2 molecules
on Co and Mo sites of Co2Mo3O8. (e) In situ FTIR spectra for Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalyst in urea-alkaline solution at constant potentials (0.45 versus Ag/AgCl). (f)
Schematic showing the UOR mechanism on the surface of the Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalyst. The detailed UOR mechanism is shown in Fig. S29.

Fig. 5. The Gibbs free energy (ΔG) diagrams and the simplified surface structures of the various intermediate species along the reaction pathways of UOR on the (a)
Co2Mo3O8 and (b) CoMoO4 surfaces. (c) The calculated DOS of the CoMoO4 and Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalysts. (d) Calculated free energies for water dissociation and (e)
hydrogen adsorption on Co2Mo3O8 (200), CoMoO4 (002), and Co2Mo3 (320). (f) Schematic of the HER mechanism for Co2Mo3O8. The detailed HER mechanism is
shown in Fig. S32.
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Video S2). More unexpectedly, the other OH- transfers continuously to
the same Mo sites, suggesting the strong absorption of the Mo sites for
OH- ions and more energy consumption is required for OER (Video S3).
In contrast, the urea molecules could be stably linked to the Co˭O bond
of the intermediate (v), which is a vital step for the following UOR
(Fig. 4f and Video S4).
Subsequently, in-situ Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
was conducted to gain insight into the UOR process. As shown in Fig. 4e,
a new infrared peak detected at 1635 cm− 1 was attributed to N–H vi
bration in amide (–NH) groups, which is considered as the crucial in
termediate during urea oxidation [49,50]. Furthermore, the spectra of
the Co2Mo3O8 catalyst featured a vibration peak at 1720 cm− 1, which is
closely related to the C˭O vibration in the intermediate [51]. The for
mation of the C˭O intermediate is beneficial for CO2 evolution. Indeed,
increasing CO2 vibration peaks at 2390 cm− 1 were observed in
Co2Mo3O8 with increase of the reaction time, which is in sharp contrast
to the negligible change of CO2 vibration peaks in CoMoO4, reflecting
the faster reaction kinetics of CO2 desorption in Co2Mo3O8 (Fig. S28)
[50]. In light of the above in situ Raman and FTIR spectra analysis, the
most likely oxidation path for the catalytic system was depicted in
Fig. S29.
Consequently, we further carried out a DFT calculation of the free
energies for urea dissociation to confirm such an assumption. According
to the calculated results as well as the above in situ Raman analysis, it is
suggested that the Co2Mo3O8 catalysts possessed Co and Mo dual active
sites, while the Co single active site in the CoMoO4 electrode was the
location for the catalytic reaction (Fig. S30). The dehydrogenation of the
amine (N–H) in urea is a critical step for UOR at the surface of the
catalyst [52]. The Co and Mo dual-center sites in the Co2Mo3O8 catalysts
have a lower N–H bond breaking energy than the Co single sites in the
CoMoO4 catalysts. This might be explained by the fact that the SHB
formed between the N and O atoms via a center H atom, facilitates the
proton transfer of the amino (–NH2) group on the Co site to OH* to
generate H2O* on the Mo sites, thereby leading to a low barrier for N–H
bond breaking (Fig. 5a). Importantly, the CONN* intermediate, after
successive deprotonations, tends to bond more easily with the Co–Mo
dual sites to form the Co–C–N–Mo configuration than the Co single sites,
on account of the enhanced hybridization ability between the d orbital
of the metal Co and Mo atoms and the p orbital of the C and N atoms,
which may help to greatly decrease the fracture energy of the C-N bonds
on the Co2Mo3O8 surface. In this case, the Gibbs free energy of C–N
breakage (∆E = ∆G(CON*)-∆G(CONN*)) on the Co2Mo3O8 surface was
− 0.07 eV, which was more negative than that on the CoMoO4 surface
(∆E = 0.20 eV). Then, another N atom in the CON* would bond to the N
atom on the Mo site, resulting in the N2 evolution and desorption from
the metal Mo surface with a negative energy barrier of − 0.78 eV. Pre
vious reports have ascribed the desorption of CO2 from the surface of
active sites to the rate-determining step (RDS) of UOR [52,53]. For the
Co single sites in CoMoO4, the energy barrier for the breakage of the
interaction between CO2 and surface-active species was as large as
1.19 eV, whereas the CO2 desorption on Co–Mo dual active sites in
Co2Mo3O8 exhibits an extremely low energy barrier of − 0.14 eV (Fig. 5a
and b). It is revealed that the desorption of the CO2 from the dual active
sites is an exothermic and spontaneous process, while on the single sites
surface the desorption is endothermic and involves a large energy bar
rier. This strongly implies that the Co–Mo dual active sites are more
beneficial for desorption of CO2 than the single sites, which is in good
agreement with the detection of rapid CO2 release by the in-situ FTIR
analysis.
Briefly, for the Co2Mo3O8 materials, it is theoretically possible that
their Mo and Co atoms could act as dual active sites to more efficiently
deprotonate from the H2NCONH2* intermediates via SHB than the sin
gle sites in the CoMoO4. This would help to significantly lower the
proton dissociation energy. In addition, compared with that in the single
site of CoMoO4, the active Mo sites in the dual sites of Co2Mo3O8 showed
stronger hybridization with the N atoms, resulting in the formation of a

Co–C–N–Mo configuration, which could lower the fracture energy of the
C–N bonds in the CONN* group and favor the desorption of the N2
molecules. Ultimately, the cooperative action of the Co–Mo dual sites in
Co2Mo3O8 altered the CO2 desorption step to an exoergic reaction by
largely decreasing the energy barrier and allowed this step to proceed
spontaneously, thereby accelerating the overall reaction kinetics.
Additionally, the calculated density of state revealed that the
Co2Mo3O8 exhibited more occupations at the Fermi level compared with
the CoMoO4, suggesting the enhanced adsorption strength of molecules
and radicals, such as H and OH, and the improved conductivity for rapid
electron transport in Co2Mo3O8 (Fig. 5c) [54]. Both scenarios were
favorable for promoting the HER/UOR catalytic activity. To better un
derstand the impact of dual active sites on the water dissociation by
Co2Mo3O8, we carried out a series of theoretical calculations related to
the thermodynamics and kinetics of the HER. Fig. S31 displayed the
chemisorption models of H2O adsorption, activated H2O adsorption, OH
adsorption, and H adsorption on the surface of the electrocatalysts. As
shown in Fig. 5d, the H2O activation for the cleavage of O–H bonds on
Co2Mo3O8 (200) experienced a considerably low barrier, especially for
the Co exposed surface (ΔG = 0.35 eV), which was more promising than
that on CoMoO4 (002) (ΔG = 1.50 eV) and Co2Mo3 (320) (ΔG =
1.53 eV). The O–H bond cleavage of H2O on Co centers for Co2Mo3O8
would result in the OH being retained on Co atoms, while H transferred
to nearby Mo atoms followed by hydrogen evolution. Subsequently, the
H adsorption energy (ΔGH*), as an important descriptor of the HER
activity, with an expected value close to zero, was investigated on the
model surface [55,56]. Fig. 5e showed that the |ΔGH*| on typical
CoMoO4 (002) surfaces was deduced to be 1.79 eV, which was inert to
H2 evolution. After H2 reduction treatment, the |ΔGH*| decreased to
0.17 eV on Mo exposed Co2Mo3O8, which was lower than that on the Co
exposed Co2Mo3O8 (|ΔGH*| = 0.38 eV) and even comparable to that of
Pt (111) (|ΔGH*| = 0.08 eV), demonstrating that the Mo center held a
high activity for hydrogen evolution. Overall, it is reasonably concluded
that Co centers are the main reaction sites for O–H bond cleavage of H2O
molecules, while Mo centers are identified as the hydrogen-evolving
sites (Fig. 5f and S32). Accordingly, in-situ Raman spectra revealed
that the decline in the intensity of the peaks at 897 and 324 cm− 1 sug
gested the reduction of Mo cations to the metallic state, that has no
characteristic Raman peak, which might be responsible for the evolution
of Had intermediates to H2 during the HER process (Fig. S33).
3. Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the synergistic functionalities of
Co–Mo bimetallic centers in Co2Mo3O8, which enhance the catalytic
reactivity for both HER and UOR. Based on the in situ Raman spectra and
electrochemical characterization, the in situ reconstructed Co3O4 and
formed high-valence Mo (VI) species on the surface synergistically
accounted for the increased urea oxidation. By combining theoretical
calculations and characterization from various techniques, we have
shown that the synergistic functionality on Co–Mo dual sites not only
benefitted the fracture of N–H bonds via SHB and breakup of C–N bonds
thanks to the formation of Co–C–N–Mo configuration, but favored the
conversion of the endoergic CO2 desorption to an exoergic reaction,
thereby lowering the overall activation energy barrier and accelerating
the UOR rate. The superior alkaline HER could be attributed to the
cooperative action of the Co–Mo dual sites: Co sites for O–H bond
cleavage of H2O and Mo centers for hydrogen evolution. The Co2Mo3O8
electrode thus exhibited outstanding intrinsic activity and stability to
ward the HER and UOR. On the basis of this work, the construction of
bimetallic active sites in single-component catalysts in order to syner
gistically increase electrocatalytic activities would provide a novel
strategy towards the development of excellent and low-cost bifunctional
electrocatalysts for HER and UOR.
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4. Experimental sections

double-layer capacitance (Cdl) in the non-faradaic region for estimating
the effective electrochemical surface area (ECSA). Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out using this
apparatus over a frequency range of 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz with an AC
amplitude of 5 mV. The EIS gave the electrolyte resistances (Rs) of these
electrocatalysts in 1.0 M KOH via the high frequency interception of the
Re-axis, which is aimed to correct the polarization curves of HER
(Fig. S35). Current density-time (i-t) curves and accelerated stability
tests for a given number of cycles were performed to characterize the
stability of samples in different solutions. The water electrolysis and
urea electrolysis were carried out in a two-electrode configuration using
the Co2Mo3O8 electrocatalyst as both cathode and anode.

4.1. Material preparation
A piece of commercial Co foam (CF, 1 × 4 cm2) was cleaned in
acetone (15 min), 0.1 M hydrochloric acid (10 min), and ethanol
(15 min) by sequential ultrasonication. The substrate was then trans
ferred into a polyphenyl (PPL)-lined stainless-steel autoclave (50 ml)
containing a homogenous solution of Co (NO3)2.6H2O (0.04 M) and
(NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O (0.01 M) in 30 ml H2O. Next, the autoclave was
sealed and maintained at 150 ◦ C for 6 h and then cooled down to room
temperature naturally. After washing with DI water and ethanol several
times, the samples were fully dried at 60 ◦ C overnight under vacuum to
obtain the indigo Co–Mo–O precursors. The metal oxides were synthe
sized by one-step pyrolysis of the Co–Mo–O precursors in a tube furnace.
For the synthesis of CoMoO4, the Co–Mo–O precursor was treated at
500 ◦ C for 2 h with a heating rate of 5 ◦ C min− 1 under an Ar atmo
sphere. When the annealing atmosphere of Ar gas was converted to the
H2/Ar (10%/90%) mixture gas, the Co2Mo3O8 can be obtained at the
same annealing temperature (500 ◦ C) for 2 h. The average loading mass
of the Co2Mo3O8 and CoMoO4 electrocatalysts are 52.9 and
58.7 mg cm− 2, respectively. To study the effect of hydrogen content and
calcination temperature on the synthesis of samples, different hydrogen
contents (H2/(H2 + Ar)) (0%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 100% H2) and calcination
temperatures (300, 400, 500, 600 ◦ C) were used. For comparison, the
MoO2 sample was also synthesized without the addition of a Co source
using the same condition as the preparation of CoMoO4. Similarly, the
CoO sample was synthesized without the addition of a Mo source using
the same condition as the preparation of Co2Mo3O8.

4.4. In situ electrochemical Raman test
The in situ electrochemical Raman system was established by
combining the electrochemistry test system with the Raman spectro
photometry test system. Raman spectra were recorded using a confocal
Raman microscope (inVia-Reflex, Renishaw, United Kingdom) with an
excitation wavelength of 785 nm from a He-Ne laser and a power of
1–3 mW. Raman spectra were acquired under controlled electro
chemical potentials. The in situ Raman cell contained a substrate elec
trode (4 mm Au, Teflon-heathed) oriented at the bottom of the cell. A
slice of catalysts attached to the Au substrate by conductive adhesive
was used as the working electrode. The Pt wire and Ag/AgCl electrode
served as the counter and reference electrodes, respectively. The elec
trolyte was 1 M KOH with or without 0.5 M urea.
4.5. In situ electrochemical Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy test

4.2. Material characterization

Electrochemical in situ FTIR spectroscopic studies were carried out
with a Nicolet iN10MX FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
and conducted using a three-electrode electrochemical cell. The Pt wire
and Ag/AgCl electrode served as the counter and reference electrodes,
respectively. A slice of catalysts attached to the conductive substrate by
conductive adhesive was used as the working electrode. In this config
uration, infrared radiation sequentially passed through a CaF2 window
and a thin-layer solution (about 10 µm), and then it was reflected by the
electrode surface. The electrolyte was 1 M KOH with the addition of
0.5 M urea.

The phase compositions of the CoMo-based samples were obtained
by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Kα radiation with a fixed
slit. The morphology and nanostructure of the samples were examined
by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi,
Japan) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM,
JEM-2100F, JEOL, Japan) coupled with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectroscopy. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
was performed on Thermo Fisher iCAP Q series instrument. The specific
surface area was measured by N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at
77 K using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET, ASAP2460, Micro
meritics) method. XPS experiments were performed with S3 PHI5000
Versa Probe system (Physical Electronics, MN), and the binding energy
was calibrated against the reference of C1s peak at 284.8 eV.

4.6. Computational methodology
The Co2Mo3O8 (200), CoMoO4 (002), and Co2Mo3 (320) surfaces
were built, and the vacuum space along the z-direction was set to be
15 Å, which was enough to avoid interaction between the two neigh
boring images. However, the intermediates had absorbed on the surface
of these materials. The first-principles calculations in the framework of
density functional theory, including structural, electronic performances,
were carried out based on the Cambridge Sequential Total Energy
Package known as CASTEP [57]. The exchange-correlation functional
under the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with
norm-conserving pseudopotentials and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof func
tional was adopted to describe the electron-electron interaction [58]. An
energy cutoff of 750 eV was used and a k-point sampling set of 5 × 5×1
were tested to be converged. A force tolerance of 0.01 eV Å− 1, energy
tolerance of 5.0 × 10− 7 eV per atom, and maximum displacement of
5.0 × 10− 4 Å were considered. The bottom three atomic layers were
fixed and the top three atomic layers were allowed to relax to the
minimum in the enthalpy without any constraints.
Adsorption energy ΔE of A groups on the surface of substrates was
defined as:

4.3. Electrochemical characterization
The electrochemical HER, OER, and UOR activity was tested using an
electrochemical station (Gamry, Interface 1010E). These half-reactions
were each carried out in a standard three-electrode system with the
prepared sample as the working electrode, a graphite rod as the counter
electrode, and a standard Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode.
The size of the electrocatalyst substrate is chosen to be 1 × 1.5 cm2. Two
different electrolytes, specifically 1 M KOH and 1 M KOH + 0.5 M urea,
were used, and the pH was around 14. Both the anodic and cathodic
electrodes were cycled by cyclic voltammetry (CV) until a stable po
larization curve was developed before measuring each polarization
curve. All polarization curves without iR compensation were obtained
from the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) or cyclic voltammetry at a
scan rate of 1 mV s− 1. We can obtain the potential difference between
the Ag/AgCl electrode and reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) by
measurement of the equilibrium potential of hydrogen oxidation/evo
lution, using a Pt plate with a CV test in H2-saturated 1 M KOH elec
trolyte at a scan rate of 1 mV s− 1 (Fig. S34): E(RHE) = E(Ag/AgCl) +
1.028 V. CV measurements were applied to probe the electrochemical

ΔE = E*A – (E*+ EA)
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where *A and * denote the adsorption of A groups on substrates and the
bare substrates, EA denotes the energy of A groups.
Free energy change ΔG of the reaction was calculated as the differ
ence between the free energies of the initial and final states as shown
below [59]:
ΔG = ΔE + ΔZPE – TΔS
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T = 300 K was considered.
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